
15 Talking Points: Update 2022


The spiritual and sociopolitical foundations of America and Western Society have 

steadily been undermined since the 1960’s Sexual Revolution began reversing 

millennia of Christian morality.  Followed by the decimating of traditional marriage 

and family through cohabitation and divorce. Culminating in the clinical and 

contraceptive abortion of 1 to 2 billion of Christ’s least brothers, 5-10 times the entire 

world’s population in Biblical days. A diabolic campaign of global temptation and 

deception destructively descending into militant homosexual and inconceivable 

transgenderism. A lost war against humanity, all but unfought by modern Christianity.  

It’s one thing to fight and fail. It’s another to fail to fight. Not even in serious prayer 

meetings... 

Furthermore, it should be abundantly clear the Times and Seasons have drastically 

declined since 2020. Nationally and globally, the world has never scene the like of 

even the following short list: 

1. Covid-19 and variants, of questionable origin, mandates promoting and/or 

requiring untested and dangerous MRNA “vaccines” and “boosters” with negative 

efficacy and even deadly side effects revealing unprecedented control of healthcare 

and politics by the collusion of pharmaceutical companies and bureaucrats. To the 

point of threatening the removal of medical licenses of physicians prescribing safe and 

reliable treatments proven effective against respiratory and other illness. Example: In 

2015 Ivermectin won the only Nobel Prize award for treatments of infectious diseases 

since six decades prior. Also report by Fortune Magazine (not right wing magazine) 
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reveals that a simple  home remedy of saline solution used for "Twice Daily Nose 

Flushing Can Reduce Covid Hospitalization and Death Researchers Find" by 85%. This 

study was conducted Fall 2020, and could have helped prevent 3/4 of Covid deaths. 

• Sample Daniel Horowitz: "Twice Daily Nose Flushing Can Reduce Covid 

Hospitalization and Death Researchers Find" by 85% 

• Sample Link: Steve Deace **9/15/22 Circumvent Medical Cartels with Dr. Harvey 

Risch** Simple straight talk from preeminent  honored immunologist and 

cofounder of The Wellness Company TWC.health  

• Sample Link: **Ivermectin Nobel prize** In 2015, the Nobel Committee for 

Physiology or Medicine, in its only award for treatments of infectious diseases 

since six decades prior, honoured the discovery of ivermectin (IVM), a 

multifaceted drug deployed against some of the world’s most devastating 

tropical diseases. Since March 2020, when IVM was first used against a new 

global scourge, COVID-19, more than 20 randomized clinical trials (RCTs) have 

tracked such inpatient and outpatient treatments. Six of seven meta-analyses of 

IVM treatment RCTs reporting in 2021 found notable reductions in COVID-19 

fatalities, with a mean 31% relative risk of mortality vs. controls. During mass 

IVM treatments in Peru, excess deaths fell by a mean of 74% over 30 days in its 

ten states with the most extensive treatments. 

• Sample Link: Daniel Horowitz: **9/26/22**The Woman Who Survived American 

Hospital Holocaust with COVID in Plano TX**: One could make a movie about 

Gail Seiler’s experience in a Plano, Texas, hospital during the pandemic. Our 

hospitals have become killing fields. From remdesivir and illegal DNR orders to 

denial of treatment, forced starvation, and abuse based on vaccination status, 

Gail experienced the horrors that hundreds of thousands of other Americans 

suffered in the hospitals. Except, thanks to her husband and help from state 

Senator Bob Hall, she wound up being forcibly extricated from the hospital 
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after 14 days of torture (7 days no water…). Even though the doctors said she 

wouldn’t last a day longer, she is now perfectly healthy and is trying to raise 

awareness about the hospital genocide. 

• Sample Link: Daniel Horowitz: **The Risk of Cancer from Both the Shots and 

Perpetual Mask Wearing with Guest: Dr. Colleen Huber | 6/3/22** “Clot shots. 

Poisoning of Americans (World) beyond belief, as they prepare to stick babies 

as young ad 6 months old. HOW IS THIS NOT THE ISSUE OF OUR TIME?  That it 

perpetuates the virus, destroys the immune system, and causes every ailment 

known to man… And yet to this day, it’s like it doesn’t exist. It’s a complete 

lockout…” “If you don’t get it you have your career destroyed. If you do get it 

you have your body destroyed. And then everything they plan on doing there 

on down with it. And everything it represents, with biomedical state, track/

trace, transhumanism... Dr. Colleen Huber: Neither Safe Nor Effective: The 

Evidence Against the COVID Vaccines (Cancer Researcher/Get eBook).  

• Sample Link: **The Greatest Reset (Beast Rising)** Featuring among a score 

of others Dr. Peter McCullough, Internist Cardiologist with 600 citations, 40 

publications on C19 making him the most qualified C19 expert in the world. 

Along with Robert Malone MD, founding researcher of mRNA technology, 

pharmaceuticals, and drug repurposing. Best documentary to date regarding 

the conspiracy behind the Covid plandemic and deadly vaccines, gene 

manipulation and trans humanism, World Economic Forum Agenda 2030, New 

World Order and global control by the Spirit of the Antichrist (Beast). 

• Sample Link: **Died Suddenly** Documentary featuring video of alien and 

deadly clots being pulled from arteries and bloods vessels during autopsies, 

surgeries and from a beating heat. Never before seen clots harming and killing 

large cross section of population after receiving MRNA “vaccines” and/or 

boosters. Devastating effects on US military and civilians. Extreme rise in 
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prenatal death and birth defects among newborn. Cover up and collusion by. 

governments, health care and media industries. Great Reset agenda of elites 

through population reduction and control. 

2. Economic and institutional, social and quarantine lockdowns crippling 

businesses and institutions, education and families, from the elderly to children. 

• Sample Link: Steve Deace: **The Thirty Tyrants** USA adopts China’s citizen 

control polices   

• Sample Link: Steve Deace: **Time To Start Believing In Conspiracy** Theories 

3. Individual mandates and social distancing, mask and "vaccine" 

requirements restricting interaction, breathing and health. 

• Sample Link: Steve Deace: **A Clarion Call Go On The Offensive** Interview 

with Dr. Peter McCullough 

• Sample Link: Steve Deace: **8/24/22 The jobs/Dr. Ryan Cole**Excellent 

interview with Dr. Ryan Cole who is treated over 500,000 Covid patients and 

has impeccable credentials explaining the clot shots are extremely dangerous 

and genetically mutating.  

4. BLM and Antifa’s spreading of widespread rioting and looting, violence and 

lawlessness in the name of blatantly FALSE narratives such as Critical Race Theory 

(CRT) and systemic police brutality. Both undermining the foundations of society by 

“calling good evil and evil good.” All the while elevating career felons like George 

Floyd to sainthood status while ignoring the plague of black on black violence and 

murder, particularly within liberally controlled inner cities like the Obama’s Chicago. 

• Sample Link: Candice Owens: **George Floyd was a Criminal (Facts)** 

• Sample Link: Matt Walsh: **Episode 571: 9/24/20 Summary of BLM "Martyrs"**  
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• Sample Link: Matt Walsh: **It’s officially time for BLM to be labeled a domestic 

terror group.** DNC comments: 

• Sample Link: Matt Walsh: **When the media says unarmed black shootings:** 

Actual case by case review 

• Sample Link: Matt Walsh: **Police Shooting Stats:** 

5. Campaigns of disinformation and destruction by the emerging Iron Triangle 

of liberal governments, legacy media and global corporations influencing and 

poisoning the hearts and minds of billions.  

• Sample Link: **Crimes or Cover Up** Glen Beck Exposing The Worlds Most 

Dangerous Lie:  History of C19 conspiracy with dates and facts.  

6. Wokism’s ridiculous and dangerous plandemic of social engineering’s 

impact on lower and higher education, spread by the super carriers mentioned 

above.  

• Sample Link: Ben Shapiro **Daily Wire. Episode 1159 is entitled, Do You Speak 

Woke?**  

• Sample Link: Matt Walsh **Why The Left Is So Desperate To Expose Children To 

Drag Queens**  

7. The impact of Transgenderism’s incoherent and devilish reversal of truth 

and goodness on genuine science and health care, parenting and morality, 

teens and children.  

• Sample Link: Matt Walsh: **Episode 727: The Evil Quacks Mutating Our 

Children**: Reviews Irreversible Damage The Gender Craze Seducing Our 

Daughters by Abigail Schreier 
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• **Transgender Craze Seducing America**: interview with the author Abigail 

Schreier: Chowchilla prison article 

8. Political attack on democracy, particularly in the U.S. by media bias and 

censorship, election fraud, registration tampering. 

• Sample Link: **Dinesh D'Souza** Author and filmmaker (2,000 Mules) Dr. 

Simone Gold, the founder of America's Frontline Doctors, tells us how she went 

from being a guest speaker at the Capitol on January 6 to facing a 60-day prison 

sentence for doing nothing.   

• **Epoch Times** 

• Sample Link: **The Real Story of January 6th** Epoch Times New Investigative 

Report and Video:  

• Sample Link: **Jason Whitlock Fearless Blaze Media** Ep 124 | January 6: Little 

Lies Lead to Huge Deception | Kamala, Biden, AND Ted Cruz ALL Get It Wrong 

• Sample Link:  Matt Walsh: **Might Be Time For A National Divorce:** 

9. Drug cartel control of southern border unleashing illegal alien invasion of 2 

million immigrants in 2022. Horrifying abuse, violence and death of women and 

children, sick and elderly by the most outrageous smugglers and traffickers in 

American history enabled by Biden administration, democratic policy and republican 

controlled opposition. On national and state level. Immigrants extorted $10-50,000 by 

cartels to allow illegal crossing into US. 

• Sample Link: **Texas Tribune Arrests along U.S.-Mexico border top 2 million a 

year for the first time.** https://www.texastribune.org/2022/09/19/u-s-mexico-

border-arrests-record-2022/amp/ 

• Sample Link: **Tucker Carlson Battle For The Border** 
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10. Drug cartel designer drug epidemic and death rate. Fentanyl is a synthetic 

opioid that is up to 50 times stronger than heroin and 100 times stronger than 

morphine. Carfentanil is a synthetic opioid approximately 10,000 times more 

potent than morphine and 100 times more potent than fentanyl. The U.S. 

government does not track death rates for every drug. However, the National Center 

for Health Statistics (NCHS) at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention collects 

information on deaths involving many of the more commonly used drugs. 

Nearly 92,000 persons in the U.S. died from drug-involved overdose in 

2020, including illicit drugs and prescription opioids. Up from less than 20,000 in 

1999. Thats a 350% increase in 2020 with higher rates in 2022.. 

• Sample Link: **CDC Fentanyl Facts**  

• Sample Link: **Carfentanil is a synthetic opioid approximately 10,000 times 

more potent than morphine and 100 times more potent than fentanyl.** 

• Sample Link: **National Institue on Drug Science 92,000 persons in the U.S. 

died from drug-involved overdose in 2020.** 

11. Escalation of US violent and property crime rates. Current odds are 1/178 

that an American resident will be murdered during their lifetime. 

• Sample Link: **Blaze Media current odds are 1/178 an American resident will be 

murdered during their lifetime.** 

12. Fuel and energy, transportation and economic crises created by faulty 

governmental policies and false media narratives. 

• Sample Link: **Tucker Carlson Insane policies, energy and fuel crises.** 

• Sample Link: **Daniel Horowitz The Only Ones Who Can Save Democrats Are 

Republicans and Diesel Shutdown.** 
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13. Republican party is Controlled Opposition enabling Iron Triangle of liberal 

politics, media and corporations to deconstruct Judeo/Christian values. 12 

Republicans declare "lawfare” on Christians by voting for so-called "Respect 

for Marriage Act" codifying federal support for homosexual marriage. 

• Sample Link: **Steve Deace 12 Republicans who voted for the so-called "Respect 

for Marriage Act."** 

• Sample Link: **Daniel Horowitz The Only Ones Who Can Save Democrats Are 

Republicans and Diesel Shutdown.** 

14. President Biden and Iron Triangle target Christian conservatives and/or 

MAGA Republicans as extreme and/or greatest threat to US. 

• Sample Link: **Washington Post President Biden declares MAGA Republicans 

represent extreme and/or greatest threat to US.** 

• Sample Link: **Fox News President Biden twice threatens Second Amendment 

supporters with F15's.** 

15. Worldwide manipulation and control of all the above, as well as 

governments and economies, national budgets and banking, healthcare and 

communication, goods and services… by global elites implementing a Great 

Reset thus instituting a New World Order.  

• Sample Link:  **Monopoly: Who Owns The World** 

• Sample Link:  **Great Reset Introduction** Prager U interview with author and 

commentator Glenn Beck 

Conservatives and Christians continue to fail to appropriately respond to all 

the above and far more: 
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• Sample Link: Eric Metaxas: **Letter to the American Church** Eric Metaxas 

wrote the definitive 24 hr audiobook biography on Bonhoeffer. His point is the 

American church is letting unprecedented evil arise and will perish today if we 

fail to respond to Bonhoeffer’s warning against cheep grace to the German 

church.  

• Sample Link: Steve Deace: **3/8/22  Americans: A Very Serious People**. (We 

are the problem. Including republicans & Ukrain is the new Covid). 

• Sample Link: Steve Deace: **3/13/22 Weekend Of American Debauchery** 

(Hopeless…) 

• Sample Link: Steve Deace: **8/3/22 The People Are The Problem** (There are 

no red states) 

• Sample Link: Steve Deace: **8/9/22 We’re Quickly Running Out Of Time** 

Crossing A Line: DOJ - FBI Raid on Trumps House. Coming for you… 

Such atrocities, and more, have been researched and documented, warned against 

and explained in detail by reliable professionals in related fields. See sample links 

above. 

See: Historical Evidence of American Conspiracy Facts
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